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The smectic-A–smectic-C phase transition of one partially perfluorinated liquid-crystal compound has been
investigated by performing detailed calorimetric studies of both bulk samples and free-standing films. The
heat-capacity data from thin free-standing films demonstrate the importance of fluctuations due to reduced
dimensionality. Moreover, the data from bulk samples and thick films cannot be adequately described by the
customary extended mean-field model. Discussions of other fitting schemes are presented. The free-standing
film and bulk data are most consistent with a functional form based on the extended mean-field model but
including Gaussian fluctuations. Moreover, the inclusion of Gaussian fluctuation terms adequately accounts for
the observed film thickness dependence of smectic-A–smectic-C heat-capacity anomaly exhibited by this
partially perfluorinated compound.@S1063-651X~96!07108-5#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.2v, 65.90.1i

I. INTRODUCTION

The smectic-A ~Sm-A) and smectic-C ~Sm-C) phases of
liquid crystals can be characterized as stacks of two-
dimensional~2D! orientationally ordered fluids. The stacks
comprise smectic layers and are described by a one-
dimensional mass-density wave. In the Sm-A ~Sm-C) phase,
the molecular directors are, on average, oriented parallel~at
some angle,u) to the wave vector describing this mass-
density wave. The molecular tilt has been established as the
primary order parameter discussed with the Sm-A–Sm-C
phase transition. If the constituent molecules are optically
active, instead of the Sm-C phase, the chiral smectic-C ~Sm-
C* ) phase is observed@1#. Because of the chirality, the Sm-
C* phase exhibits an additional helical structure as the mo-
lecular directors of adjacent layers precess around the normal
to the layers. Despite this additional order, detailed calori-
metric and electro-optical investigations of two chiral liquid-
crystal compounds@2,3# have confirmed that the molecular
tilt angle remains the primary order parameter associated
with the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition@4#.

By assuming that the order parameter associated with the
Sm-A–Sm-C transition is of the formC5u exp(if), in
1972, de Gennes@5# asserted that this transition should be-
long to the three-dimensional~3D! XY universality class and
might be continuous. The molecular tilt relative to the layer
normal is described byu, andf represents the azimuthal
angle of the director. Eight years later, detailed x-ray diffrac-
tion studies@6# demonstrated the mean-field-like behavior of
this transition. Employing the Ginsburg criterion@7#, Safinya
et al. @6# have argued that the reduced temperature critical
region for the Sm-A–Sm-C transition may be smaller than
1025. Subsequent high-resolution calorimetric investigations
@8# revealed the novelty of this phase transition. It is mean
field but is also very near a tricritical point. Based on their
heat-capacity data near a Sm-A–Sm-C transition, Huang and

Viner proposed the following extended mean-field model@8#
to describe the nature of this transition:

G5G05atuCu21buCu41cuCu6. ~1!

HereG0 is the nonsingular part of the free energy,C is the
order parameter, the coefficientsa, b, andc are positive for
a continuous transition, andt5(T2Tc)/Tc is the reduced
temperature. In the vicinity of the transition temperature
(Tc), the temperature variation of the heat capacity can be
calculated based on this model as

Cp5HC0 , for T.Tc

C01ATuTm2Tu21/2, for T,Tc .
~2!

The nonsingular part of the free energy,G0, contributes
C0, which can be approximated as linear in reduced tempera-
ture ~i.e., C05E1Dt) near Tc . The coefficient
A5a3/2/@2(3c)1/2Tc

3/2# and the heat capacity would diverge
at Tm @5Tc(11t0 /3)#. The important parameter
t05b2/ac ~equal to the full width at half maximum of the
heat-capacity anomaly in reduced temperature! is a dimen-
sionless quantity that characterizes the crossover between the
mean-field tricritical region (b'0) and the ordinary mean-
field regime (c'0). To date, many liquid-crystal compounds
have yielded the following values:t0'1023 and tG'1025.
Here the Ginsburg parametertG5kB

2/@32p2(DCp)
2j0

6#.
DCp andj0 are the mean-field heat-capacity jump and bare
correlation length, respectively. Thus, as these systems ap-
proach the Sm-A–Sm-C transition temperature (Tc), one
should observe mean-field-tricritical (utu.t0) and ordinary
mean-field behavior (tG,utu,t0) before critical fluctuations
become dominant in the immediate vicinity ofTc .

By analyzing twelve different liquid-crystal compounds
exhibiting the Sm-A–Sm-C ~or Sm-C* ) transitions. Huang
and Lien@9# have found that the nature of this transition is
related to the size of the Sm-A temperature range. Specifi-
cally, the window of the ordinary mean-field region is re-
duced as the Sm-A temperature range (DTA) decreases.
Even though none of these twelve compounds displays a*Electronic address: huang001@maroon.tc.umn.edu
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first-order Sm-A–Sm-C ~or Sm-C* ) transition, the analysis
strongly suggests that compounds with a sufficiently small
DTA ~less than approximately 6 K@9# would most likely
exhibit a first-order Sm-A–Sm-C ~or Sm-C* ) transition, as
predicted by a coupled mean-field model@10#. It should be
noted that the compounds available at that time displayed
relatively small transverse polarizations,P,5 nC/cm2, in
the Sm-C* phase.

Subsequent detailed calorimetric and electro-optical stud-
ies near the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition of DOBA-1-MPC
(p -decyloxybenzylidene-p8 -amino-1-methylpropylcinna-
mate! were performed@3#. This compound possesses a mod-
erate transverse polarization (P'20 nC/cm2) @11#. Al-
though it exhibits a fairly large Sm-A temperature range
(DTA'14.5 K!, it was found to exhibit the smallest value of
t0 ('5.531024) then observed among pure compounds.
This transition is therefore extremely close to the mean-field
tricritical point. This study provided the first indication of the
dependence of the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition on polarization.

In light of numerous practical applications utilizing ferro-
electric liquid crystals@12#, many new compounds have been
synthesized that exhibit intriguing properties. Examples in-
clude compounds with a large transverse polarization
(P.100 nC/cm2) @13#, novel compounds exhibiting antifer-
roelectric @14# and twist-grain-boundary phases@15#, and
partially perfluorinated compounds@16#. To the best of our
knowledge, some large transverse polarization compounds
were the first to exhibit discontinuous Sm-A-Sm-C* transi-
tions, despite possessing fairly large Sm-A temperature
ranges~greater than 8 K! @13#. This discovery has facilitated
an important identification of unique mean-field tricritical
behavior in a racemic mixture@17# and several binary mix-
tures@17# involving compounds with large polarizations. A
subsequent mean-field model was put forward@18# to ad-
dress the effects of the molecular transverse polarization on
the nature~continuous or discontinuous! of the Sm-A–Sm-
C* transition. In this paper, we will report that the partial
perfluorination of one liquid-crystal molecule also has a dra-
matic effect on the nature of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition.
Furthermore, a model including a contribution due to Gauss-
ian fluctuations has been found to adequately account for our
experimental heat-capacity results.

Although the mean-field nature of the Sm-A–Sm-C tran-
sition in liquid-crystal compounds has been established by
numerous experiments, the theoretical understanding of this
behavior remains weak. Based on the measured heat-capacity
jump, DCp , and the assumption that the bare correlation
length,j05(j'

2 j i)
1/3, is roughly the size of the molecule, the

Ginsburg criterion@7# yields tG'1025. This small value for
tG indicates that the reduced temperature regionutu,tG in
which critical fluctuations are expected to be important is
virtually inaccessible in experiments. Since the Sm-C order-
ing is presumably not driven by long-range interactions and
the Sm-A–Sm-C transition is not at or above the upper criti-
cal dimensionality (du54 for the XY universality class!,
current theory fails to offer a reasonable explanation for the
observed mean-field nature, not to mention the tricritical-like
behavior.

According to the symmetry of the order parameter, the
Sm-A–Sm-C transition should possess heliumlike behavior.
Nonetheless, the quasi-long-range smectic layer order in

three dimensions means that the smectic layering is best de-
scribed by a sinusoidal mass density wave and large fluctua-
tions are possible. Some aspects of the effects of layer undu-
lation on the nature of the Sm-A–hexatic-B ~Hex-B)
transition@19# were considered by Selinger@20#. It remains
extremely important, however, to further investigate the im-
plications of the quasi-long-range~as opposed to truly long-
range! nature of the Sm-A order on the molecular tilt order
established through the Sm-A–Sm-C transition and on the
bond-orientational order established through the Sm-
A–Hex-B transition@21#. Meanwhile, any liquid-crystal sys-
tem exhibitingcritical fluctuationsassociated with the Sm-
A–Sm-C transition would be of great interest.

Furthermore, it has been argued theoretically and demon-
strated by experiment that the mean-field nature of the Sm-
A–Sm-C transition possesses another interesting feature.
Namely, the Ginsburg parametertG may not be the same for
different physical quantities. For example, the value oftG for
the ultrasound velocity and attenuation is about 100 times
larger than that for the heat capacity@22#. Similar behavior
has been reported near the ferroelastic-ferroelectric transition
of Tb2~MoO4) 3 @23#. Nevertheless, identifying and under-
standing liquid-crystal compounds that displaycritical fluc-
tuationsin the heat-capacity data near the Sm-A–Sm-C tran-
sition remains an important task. Moreover, the quantitative
description and fitting of heat-capacity data is more straight-
forward than the analysis associated with sound velocity and
attenuation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Employing our bulk@24# and free-standing film calorim-
eters@25#, we have carried out high-resolution heat-capacity
measurements near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition of 5-
n-decyl-2-„4-n-~perfluoropentyl-metheleneoxy! phenyl… py-
rimidine @H10F5MOPP#. The molecular structure is

The transition sequence is isotropic(I ) ~84 °C! Sm-A
~73 °C! Sm-C ~47 °C! crystal. This compound possesses a
fairly large Sm-A temperature range~about 11 K!. The heat-
capacity data near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition from our bulk
calorimeter are shown in Fig. 1@26#. The data display a very
sharp anomaly~the full width at half maximum~FWHM! is
about 231024 in reduced temperature!, indicating the close
proximity of this transition to a mean-field tricritical point.
Any thermal hysteresis between cooling and heating runs is
less than our experimental resolution of 3 mK and the tran-
sition therefore appears to be continuous.

Employing our unique free-standing film calorimeter, we
have conducted high-resolution heat-capacity studies on
135-, 80-, 40-, 35-, 30-, 25-, 20-, 16-, and 11-layer films.
Most of the data are presented in Figs. 2–5. The 135-, 80-,
and 40-layer films exhibit sharp heat-capacity anomalies
similar to the bulk data. Significant rounding and broadening
of the heat-capacity data becomes increasingly apparent in
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the thinner films. In fact, in the case of the 16- and 11-layer
films ~Fig. 5!, the main heat-capacity peak near 348 K is
replaced by a broad hump. The observed evolution as a func-
tion of film thickness is very different from the data obtained
on other liquid-crystal transitions, e.g., Sm-A–Hex-B,
@25,27# Sm-A–crystal-B, @28# and Sm-C–Sm-I @29# transi-

tions. The results from the 11-layer film indicate that our
experimental resolution must be improved significantly to
observe the heat-capacity anomaly associated with still thin-
ner films, in particular 2-layer films.

To quantify the evolution of these heat-capacity data, both
tFWHM andDT10290% are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of
film thickness. Heret FWHM is the full width at half maxi-
mum of the anomaly in reduced temperature andDT10290%
is the width of the 10–90% heat-capacity jump on the high-
temperature side of the anomaly. BothtFWHM and
DT10290% increase rapidly with decreasing film thickness be-
low 40 layers. Although this may be partially accounted for
by finite film thickness rounding, we believe that an en-
hancement in fluctuations due to reduced dimensionality is

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of a bulk
H10F5MOPP sample near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition. The solid
lines are the best fitting result to Eq.~2!. ~a! The full temperature
range.~b! A more detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate
the window of data excluded from the fit.

FIG. 2. Temperature variation of the heat capacity from an 80-
layer H10F5MOPP film near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition. The solid
lines are the best fitting result to Eq.~2!. ~a! The full temperature
range.~b! A more detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate
the excluded temperature window.

FIG. 3. Heat capacity vs temperature of a 40-layer H10F5MOPP
film near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition. The solid lines are the best
fitting result to Eq.~2!. ~a! The full temperature range.~b! A more
detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate the excluded tem-
perature window.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of heat capacity of 40-, 35-,
and 25-layer H10F5MOPP films near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition.
The heat-capacity hump associated with the surface ordering is in-
dicated by arrows.
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the major source of the observed trend. It is not clear why
this Sm-A–Sm-C transition yields such a distinct depen-
dence on film thickness relative to the other smectic me-
sophase transitions investigated. However, the distinction
may be related to the observation that, unlike the Sm-
A–Hex-B, Sm-A–crystal-B, and Sm-C–Sm-I transitions,
both the Sm-A and Sm-C phases possess purely liquidlike
positional and bond-orientational orders within the layers.

It is important to note that a small hump is clearly dis-
cernible on the high-temperature side of the main heat-
capacity peak of the thinner films~see Figs. 4 and 5!. We
were, however, unable to detect any other features at tem-
peratures up to~and above! the bulk Sm-A–isotropic transi-
tion at which point the film ruptured@30#. We believe that
the humps shown in Figs. 4 and 5 signal preferential Sm-C
ordering at the surface of the films. This hump may represent
the first experimental observation of the heat-capacity
anomaly predicted by the Kosterlitz-Thouless theory of 2D
defect-mediated transitions@31#. Unfortunately, the signal-
to-noise ratio is presently insufficient to resolve this impor-
tant point. Because polarized optical microscopy failed to
reveal characteristic Sm-C director fluctuations, the thin
films appear entirely Sm-A at temperatures just above this
small hump. Based on these results, it is not possible to

determine the number of smectic layers that actually contrib-
ute to this surface-induced ordering transition. However, we
believe that the initial surface ordering transition would most
likely include only the two outermost layers@32#. Such be-
havior would be consistent with existing experimental results
near the Sm-A–Sm-C ~or –Sm-C* ) transition of other
liquid-crystal compounds@33#. Namely, a single surface
transition is observed but is apparently not followed by other
localized transitions. Unlike other smectic liquid-crystal tran-
sitions @25,27–29,34#, the Sm-A–Sm-C ~or –Sm-C* ) tran-
sition does not appear to initially progress as a stepwise se-
ries of surface-enhanced layer-by-layer transitions@35#. The
single surface-enhanced Sm-A–Sm-C* transitions occurs
roughly 17 K above the bulk transition in 10-layer
DOBAMBC @p-decyloxybenzylidene-p8-amino-~2-methyl-
butyl!cinnamate# films. Because the apparent surface transi-
tion of the 11-layer H10F5MOPP film occurs only about 1 K
above the main anomaly, this system seems to be different
from DOBAMBC.

The magnitude of the heat-capacity jump (DCp) on the
high-temperature side of the anomaly also displays a system-
atic variation with film thickness. This is illustrated in Fig. 7
where DCp /(N22) ~normalized to account for the pre-
sumed surface ordering! @36# is plotted versus layer number
(N). A precipitous drop inDCp /(N22) for N,35 is con-
sistent with the increasing importance of fluctuations as the
film thickness is reduced. This result is also very different
from the observed behavior of three other liquid-crystal
phase transitions upon reducing film thickness@25,27–29#.
We have attempted to account for the unusual heat-capacity
data of the free-standing films and bulk samples by applying
one distinct modeling scheme.

Two other models@37,38# were considered in our descrip-
tion of the bulk heat-capacity data. The major shortcoming
of these two approaches is that there exists no appropriate
extension for describing the heat capacity of thin films. Thus
we will only present one of them in detail.

III. DATA ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION

To date, the physical properties obtained near the Sm-
A–Sm-C ~or Sm-C* ) transitions of most liquid-crystal com-
pounds have been well described by the customary extended
mean-field model@8#. The fitting of our bulk data to Eq.~2!

FIG. 5. Heat capacity as a function of temperature for 16- and
11-layer films. The heat-capacity hump associated with the surface
ordering is indicated by arrows.

FIG. 6. Plot of transition width (DT10290%, denoted by open
circles! and full width at half maximum in reduced temperature
(tFWHM , denoted by solid dots! as a function of film thickness~in
units of layers!.

FIG. 7. DCp /(N22) vs the layer number (N). Here we assume
that the main heat-capacity peak is due to theN22 interior layers
~see Ref.@36#!.
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with a reasonable excluded temperature region
(348.6.T.348.4 K,DTex50.2 K! @39# is included in Fig. 1
as the solid lines. The fitting parameters are listed in Table I.
The most striking difference between this fit and previous fits
of other Sm-A–Sm-C heat-capacity data to the extended
mean-field model is that a large background slope is
required. In fact, the slope necessary to provide a good fit
for T,Tc is so large that the fit actually crosses the data
in the regionT.Tc . Similar results have been obtained

for the 135-, 80-, and 40-layer films~see Figs. 2 and 3!.
The customary extended mean-field model is, therefore, in-
sufficient to describe both our bulk sample and thick film
data.

Motivated by the proximity of this transition to a mean-
field tricritical point (t0'1025), we have tried to remedy
this discrepancy by including scaling correction terms sug-
gested by Stine and Garland@37#. The expanded heat-
capacity expression can be written as

Cp5HB3
11D3t, T.Tc

B3
21D3t1A3utu21/2~11D31utu1D32utu3/2!, T,Tc .

~3a!
~3b!

FIG. 8. The heat-capacity data from the bulk sample. The solid
lines are the fitting result to Eq.~3!. ~a! The full temperature win-
dow. ~b! A detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate the
excluded temperature region (DTex50.2 K!.

FIG. 9. The heat-capacity data from the bulk sample. The solid
lines are the fitting result to Eq.~4!. ~a! The full temperature win-
dow. ~b! A detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate the
excluded temperature region (DTex50.02 K!.

TABLE I. List of the fitting parameters.

Sample A B D TM Tc C1
(c)

~J/cm3 K3/2) ~J/cm3 K) ~J/cm3 K) ~K! ~K! ~J/cm4 K!

bulka 3.8831023 9.33 46.75 348.420
bulkb 3.1731023 9.15 38.09 348.423 348.416 1.053105

(mJ/cm2 K 3/2) (mJ/cm2 K! (mJ/cm2 K! ~K! ~K! ~J/cm3 K!

80-layera 0.206 308.62 836 348.090
80-layerb 0.131 294.37 331.46 348.123 348.083 7.22

aFitting to the mean-field expression@Eq. ~2!#.
bFitting to an expression including contributions from both mean-field and Gaussian fluctuations@Eq. ~4!#.
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To ensure that the divergent heat capacity is the most singu-
lar term near the transition, we takeB3

15B3
2 . The existence

of the correction to the scaling term proportional toutu3/2

allows the effective background slopes to differ above
(s5D3) and below (s5D32A3D32) the transition tempera-
ture. This feature obviously improves the deficiency of the
previous extended mean-field fitting. A difference in slopes
for T.Tc andT,Tc suggests odd singular behavior in the
linearly dependent part of the heat capacity. If the slopes are
forced to be equal (D3250), this fitting scheme results in no
significant improvement over the results obtained using the
customary extended mean-field model. AllowingD32 to
vary, nonlinear least-squares fitting to Eq.~3! yields the solid
line as shown in Fig. 8 with an excluded region
348.4,T,348.6 K (DTex50.2 K!. The values of the fitting
parameters are A353.9531023 J/cm3 K, B359.59
J/cm3 K, D351.03 J/cm3 K, D31522.003102,
D3258.603102, andTc5348.422 K. Although this fitting is
satisfactory, it requires two additional fitting parameters
(D31 and D32) and a large excluded fitting region
(DTex50.2 K!. Moreover, two other sets of heat-capacity

data near the Sm-A–Sm-C mean-field tricritical point did not
require additional scaling correction terms to produce satis-
factory fits @17#. The improvement in fitting by this model
may therefore be fairly incidental and due primarily to the
addition of theutu3/2 scaling correction term forT,Tc . Fur-
thermore, to the best of our knowledge, this model cannot be
applied to our film data as no extension to systems of finite
thickness has been developed.

It is appropriate to stress that two other liquid-crystal
compounds@17# exhibiting mean-field tricritical behavior
were well described by the extended mean-field model@Eqs.
~1! and ~2!# without the expansions associated with Eq.~3!.
In light of the experimental data suggesting the importance
of fluctuations to the heat-capacity anomalies of the thin
films, it is reasonable to attempt to further investigate the
extended mean-field model by including terms characteristic
of Gaussian fluctuations. A heat-capacity expression has
been developed based on the extended mean-field model to
also account for Gaussian fluctuations in systems of finite
thickness (d) and bulk (d5`) @40,41# samples:

Cp5HC01~C1 /d!~T/Tc!
2j2@11~d/j! coth~d/j!#, T.Tc

C01ATuTm2Tu21/212~C2 /d!~T/Tc!
2j82@11~d/j8!coth~d/j8!#, T,Tc .

~4a!
~4b!

Here j85221/2j5221/2j0utu21/2 and j0 is the bare correla-
tion length for the fluctuations. The best fitting results were
obtained for very reasonable values of the bare correlation
length ~0.25 layer,j0,0.55 layer!. To reduce the number
of fitting parameters,j0 was thereafter fixed atj050.4 layer.

Because Fig. 7 suggests that the heat-capacity anomalies for
films thicker than 35 layers are primarily bulklike, we were
able to further reduce the number of fitting parameters by
invoking the 3DXY scaling relation betweenC2 andC1

(C2521/2C1). Under these circumstances,C1 andTc are

FIG. 10. The heat-capacity data from an 80-layer film. The solid
lines are the fitting result to Eq.~4!. ~a! The full temperature win-
dow. ~b! A detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate the
excluded temperature window (DTex50.04 K!.

FIG. 11. The heat-capacity data from a 30-layer film. The solid
lines are the fitting result to Eq.~4!. ~a! The full temperature win-
dow. ~b! A detailed illustration nearTc . The arrows indicate the
excluded temperature region (DTex50.13 K!.
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the only two additional fitting parameters associated with the
inclusion of Gaussian fluctuations in the analysis. The results
of this approach are displayed as solid lines in Figs. 9 and 10
for the bulk sample and 80-layer film, respectively. These fits
are clearly superior to those presented in Figs. 1 and 2. The
parameters are listed in Table I. It is important to note that,
besides the superior fitting, this approach requires a signifi-
cantly smaller region of excluded temperature. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first case in which the addition of
Gaussian fluctuation terms provide a significantly better de-
scription of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition and yield seemingly
reasonable values for the fitting parameters.

Equation~4! was also used to fit the heat-capacity data
from 35-, 30-, and 25-layer films. Meaningful fits could be
obtained only by dramatically increasing the excluded tem-
perature window from 100 mK for the 35-layer-film data to
200 mK for the 25-layer-film data. The results for the 30-
layer film data are plotted in Fig. 11. Aside from the large
excluded temperature window and inability to follow the
small hump resumably associated with preferential surface
ordering, the fitting results are fairly reasonable. We know of
no existing fitting expression that could account for the com-
bined finite-size and preferential surface ordering effects ap-
parently displayed by our data. An observed systematic
variation of the fitting coefficients with film thickness could
guide the theoretical analysis and would therefore be of con-
siderable interest. The fitting results obtained yield the fol-
lowing values forC1 /A ~in K 1/2): 62.9, 55.0, 38.2, 51.3,
50.5, and 40.2, respectively, for the 135-, 80-, 40-, 35-, 30-,
and 25-layer films. Because this ratio provides some indica-
tion of the relative strength of the fluctuation and mean-field
contributions to the heat capacity, it might be expected to
increase with decreasing film thickness. The apparent lack of
any such dependence does not support our interpretation of
the data. However, the significantly increased excluded tem-
perature windows necessary for thinner films is strongly sug-
gestive of a deficiency of the model. A more complete theo-
retical description is clearly necessary to better account for
our data.

A recent x-ray study@42# of free-standing films of a per-
fluorinated compound similar to H10F5MOPP yielded the
smectic compressional elastic modulusB'109 erg/cm. This
value is roughly 100 times larger than the value typically
exhibited by simple alkyl terminated liquid-crystal com-
pounds@43#. This is consistent with the fact that the perfluo-
ropentyl chain is bulkier and more rigid than a corresponding
alkyl chain. Moreover, we believe that the observed layer-
by-layer thinning transition above the Sm-A–isotropic tran-
sition of H10F5MOPP@30# is related to similarly atypical
elastic properties associated with the partial perfluorination.
This difference in elastic constants provides a plausible ar-
gument for the increased probability of observing critical
fluctuations near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition of these com-
pounds.

The Ginsburg parametertG for the Sm-A–Sm-C transi-
tion can also be written as@44#

tG5@kBTb/~pC'Ci
1/2!#2/~2a!. ~5!

Herea andb are the coefficients defined in Eq.~1! andC'

(Ci) is the elastic constant perpendicular~parallel! to the
smectic layer normal. In addition to Eq.~1!, the following
terms are also important in describing the Sm-A-Sm-C tran-
sition:

Gc5luCu2D1BD2. ~6!

The coupling between tilt (uCu) and layer dilatation (D) is
described by the first term with a coupling constantl. The
second term accounts for the layer compressional elastic en-
ergy. Minimizing with respect toD yields the renormalized
coefficient:

b5b02l2/4B. ~7!

Thus a large value ofB tends to diminish the reduction of
b, thereby increasing the parametertG . By employing this
argument@44#, partially perfluorinated compounds~possess-
ing a large value forB) are more likely candidates than
ordinary alkyl compounds to reveal fluctuation effects in the
heat capacity near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition. This point is
obviously consistent with our experimental data and fitting
results.

In conclusion, we have shown the customary extended
mean-field model to be insufficient to describe the measured
heat-capacity anomalies associated with the Sm-A–Sm-C
transition in bulk samples and free-standing films of the par-
tially perfluorinated H10F5MOPP compound. Two different
models have been explored to account for the bulk data and
fairly reasonable fits were obtained. Unfortunately the theory
has not yet been developed to apply either of these models to
systems of finite thickness. The bulk and moderately thick
free-standing heat-capacity data could, however be success-
fully fit by a model including the effects of Gaussian fluc-
tuations. Although the characterization of these intriguing
partially fluorinated compounds is far from complete, a num-
ber of interesting and unusual physical phenomena have al-
ready been revealed@16,30,42,45#. Further studies on this
remarkable group of liquid-crystal compounds are in
progress.

Recently, critical behavior has been reported near the Sm-
A–Sm-Ca* transition of an antiferroelectric liquid-crystal
compound@46# and the Sm-A-Sm-C transition of the race-
mic mixture @46#. It is important to investigate the origin of
critical fluctuations that should shed important light on the
mean-field nature of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition found in
customary liquid-crystal compounds.
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